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Fee includes participation in every conference
event, conference proceedings on USB stick,
coffee breaks and a Gala-dinner ticket.
IEEE Members — 3000 RUB
Non-members of IEEE — 5000 RUB
Students — 1000 RUB (excluding Gala-dinner)
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The International Conference on Electrical Power Drive
Systems is one of the major events in the field of Electric Drives
in Russia. Its history starts in 1930 and it is held every two years
in different cities of the Russian Federation.
The ICEPDS attracts scientists and researchers from all over
Russia and abroad to share their research experience. Since
2016 the conference has been conducted in the English
language. This is in order to further expand international
scientific cooperation and also to be supported by the wider
international scientific committee including technical support
from the IEEE (Russia Section IE/PE/PEL/IA Joint Chapter).
https://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/confere
ncedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=37764

The list of conference topics includes but is not limited
to the following:
џ Electrical Machines
џ Power Electronics
џ Control of Electric Drives
џ Industrial Applications of Electric Drives
џ Traction Electric Drives
џ Education and Training in Electrical Engineering

Platov South Russian state polytechnic university (NPI) was established on October 18, 1907 and it
was the first higher educational institution in the South of Russia. Currently SRSPU (NPI) is one of
the leading universities of the South region teaching students and carrying out scientific research in
the field of power engineering. The conference sessions will be held in the Main building. The
weather conditions for the event dates may vary from +5°C to +20°C.

- The upload service for both initial submissions and final papers will be available on the 1st of
February: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icepds2018
- Initial submission should be done in PDF format (do not use PDF-eXpress service on that stage).
The information on the authors of the paper should be excluded from the initially submitted PDF as
the double-blind peer-to-peer reviewing will be provided for the papers.
- The papers should be full 4 to 6 pages long and should meet the IEEE manuscript requirements.
Two additional pages can be submitted for extra 1000 RUB per page.
- The working language of the conference is English, which will be used for all of the printed
materials, presentations and discussions.
- Special awards will be given to the most highly evaluated student paper.
- All the accepted papers presented at oral or poster sessions will be submitted to IEEE Xplore
database to be cross-referred in SCOPUS and Web of Science.

The more detailed information is available at http://www.icepds.ru

